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Parallel cutting editing

Every year it seems that the bar is pushed just a little higher with movies and television. Film editing techniques are constantly evolving. The action is bigger, the drama is more dramatic and the suspense is even suspended (not even close to being a word?) Let's just say that capturing and retaining the public interest is no easier.
Although each situation is different, the best editors have a reliable arsenal of proven techniques to increase the pace of the film and keep the viewer on the edge of their seats. The main one of these tools is the cross section. What is the cross section? Cross-cutting is a deceptively simple editing technique that delivers a great dramatic
punch. In a nutshell, the cross section takes two or more film sequences and cuts between them as they progress. It sounds simple, but it's actually a very complicated technique that requires a firm grip on rhythm and timing. It can take a handful of scenes, which played independently, could each record as a 3 or 4 on the intensity scale.
After cutting, you can rattle them up to a 9 or 10 by weaving their progression together. Here are the two main types of cross-sections you'll probably encounter. Cross-section on a micro-level When the cross section occurs with a fairly fast back-and-forth between activities in one or two scenes, we may think that it is a cross section on a
micro level. Here's a great example. In a famous scene from the movie Untouchables, there is a shooting at Union Station between Kevin Costner's character and some mobsters. During the chaos, a baby in a stroller gets hit and starts rolling down the stairs. The dramatic momentum of the falling car is intercuted with shots from the
shooting, increasing stress and tension with each modification. The overall intensity of the emotion becomes greater than the sum of its parts. Finally, the two lines of action converge at the end of the scene when Costner is the winner of the shootout and Andy Garcia barely prevents the stroller from crashing down the stairs. A main
theme of the cross section, whether macro or micro, is that cross-cutting events end up meeting, either geographically or simply dramatically. This is a smaller scale example because cross-sections occur in a single scene, back and forth between actions. Cross-section at the macro level Sometimes considered a parallel edition, cross-
sections can occur at a more macro level. If you zoom out far enough, you might even see it as cutting parallel scenarios. We see a lot of this type of cross-section at the Many of your favorite shows will feature several members of the main cast doing one thing, while the rest of the characters do something else. Take, for example, any
episode of Fox's 24. You might have storyline A, where Jack Bauer orders the police to keep an eye on a car that he hopes to lead them to some hostages. Then crosscut to Storyline B, where we see the hostages, get to know them and become emotionally emotionally in their well-being. Then crosscut to Storyline C, where we are at
police headquarters, with a whole new set of character drama and complications. As the episode progresses, the 3 scenarios are woven together as they intensify to the ultimate climax where the 3 lines of action will converge - as we have seen at a micro level within a scene. The obvious difference is that this macro-level cross-section
takes place during 60 minutes instead of 5-10. Cross-cutting like this is a great way to do three things: Break long scenes Keep people guessing Continue to move all the different scenarios forward. Taking cross-cutting to the next level Perhaps one of the most famous examples of cross-sectional, run on a large scale, is in Christopher
Nolan's sci-fi thriller Inception. If you haven't seen it (spoiler alert), the movie is about a team of thieves who hack the subconscious minds of those they intend to steal. What they are looking for is information. They are offered a chance to have their criminal history erased by hacking into the mind of a high-level target and implanting an
idea. To do this, they must move deeper and deeper into his subconscious. During the climax of the film, there are several different events occurring simultaneously. This is where the cross-cutting technique came within reach, as it allowed the director and the editor to jump seamlessly between events, keeping the tension of one scene at
the same level as the tension of another. Meanwhile, all scenes move to the ultimate climax. As illustrated here, there are four distinct events: The editor had to choose very specific moments from each of these distinct scenes and place them in the right order. We won't even bother to break down the specific back-and-forth in this movie
sequence because it's incredibly complicated. If you really want to scramble your brain, try cutting a scene like this - several places, several characters, through multiple versions of time on several levels of a dream. May God help the poor publisher who is facing a challenge like this! Do's and Don'ts of Cross-cutting DO: Consider the
purpose of each scene. Before you start building your exciting sequence of cross-cutting events, think about how each scene will affect the others around it. For example, let's say you have a bomb timer that counts. Quite classic device. You would want to intermittently use parts of this scene as a way to remind the audience that there is
an urgent deadline approaching. This is a basic example, but illustrates the appropriate use of the technique. DO: Use this technique to help pace is a great way to speed things up or slow them down. Every little sticker you cut can be as long or as short as you like. Just keep in mind that clinging to any shot given for too long could slow
the momentum. Conversely, cutting too quickly can be confusing for the viewer. You'll need to use best judgment. DON'T: Losing track of where everyone is Remember that as a publisher, it's our job to help the public understand what's going on. By cutting one scene and focusing on another, it's important to remind the audience where
they are when you change scenes. You need to think carefully about when to use your various close-ups vs. your wide, shooting establishment. Use too many close-ups and location changes could become confusing. On the other hand, use too many wide shots and the pace will stop and the constant recovery coverage will feel
redundant. DON'T: Cut randomly The fun thing about this technique is that you can cut in or out at any time and leave the viewer hanging on the edge of their seat for what will happen next. Just be careful not to cut randomly or randomly. There should be some level of micro-resolution before bouncing back to the next scene. Often, a
great place to cut will be after a character visibly reacts to something that has just happened. This prevents the cross section from feeling like a bunch of random blows placed back to back and helps push the human drama forward in the story. Wrap Up The idea of cross-cutting is not something new. However, this does not diminish its
impact as a powerful editing technique. You can use this tool in just about every genre in pieces of all shapes and sizes - from a full-length action feature to a 2-minute horror trailer. It is incredibly versatile and worth spending a little time practicing. It's tempting for publishers to always look for the ow icass or the er their last trick, but
sometimes it's the classic, reliable tools that we really need to use. After all, the hammer has been around for a few thousand years... and I don't see it anywhere. A film is written three times — in pre-production by scripting, in production by filming and in post-production by editing. Francis Ford Coppola's Godfather was written (and
rewritten) in the editing room by a total of six editors, of whom only two, William Reynolds and Peter Zinner, were credited. Coppola's biggest struggle, editing-wise, was to reduce the film to a length that Paramount Studios could stomach. According to Harlan Lebo in The Godfather Legacy, by the time the main photography was
completed, Coppola had shot 500,000 feet of potentially usable footage, or more than ninety hours of material. Coppola repeatedly removed and replaced scenes, often to appease the studio, which made the montage a maze, with several scenes sliced and abandoned on the floor of cutting room. (Lebo 188) The work was an epic
reduction exercise that won Reynolds and Zinner a nomination for the 1973 Edition Oscar. The essence of cinema is editing. It is the combination of what can be extraordinary images of people during emotional moments, or images in a general sense, put together in a kind of alchemy. — Francis Ford Coppola Coppola Editing, Coppola
and his team managed to create contrasting rhythms that amplified the violent scenes. Through its various rhythmic tools, from continuous action to hard cuts and cross dissolutions, The Godfather cradles the audience in submission in order to intensify the impact of violent action upon its arrival. The rhythm of the film's editing thus
reflects the rhythm of the Corleone family, who strive to maintain a balance but often resort to violence to achieve it. Rather than using a non-linear editing style where time is out of order (as did in Orson Welles' Citizen Kane and Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction), The Godfather is published in continuous action, with scenes moving in
chronological order from start to finish. Coppola's use of continuous action helps to create his rocking atmosphere. As we sit in scenes for long periods of time — scenes where there is no violence — we fall into the balance of the Corleone family that operates. Rhythmically, the majority of the film shows this slow and smoldering rhythm.
In this rhythm, a editing tool that Reynolds and Zinner use is the transition cross to dissolve. A cross-dissolution is the overlap of two images in two different scenes or the same scene. Unlike hard cuts, where there is no visual overlap, cross-dissolutions are a way to slow down the action, creating a gradual and therefore comforting effect.
This rocking and smoldering atmosphere makes the scattered moments of violence more and more terrifying. When these moments of violence occur, the film and the viewer are bombarded by an adrenaline rush. In the horrific scene of Woltz finding the severed head of his prized horse at the foot of his bed, for example, we open with
several crosses dissolves on the exterior planes of his house, sprinkled with the sound of morning crickets. This establishes an idyllic morning before the horror. Similar to other parts of the film, it's a quiet before a storm. A series of cross-dissol uncut dissolutions take from Woltz in bed, waking up After the idyllic California cross-dissolve
configuration, the horse's head is revealed by a long grip. Jazz trumpeter Miles Davis famously suggested that m]usic is the space between notes. These are not the notes you play; these are the notes you don't play, and a similar principle applies to the language of the film. A lack of cuts is often more powerful than countless dramatic
spurs. If Reynolds and Zinner had used quick cuts here, the horrific revelation of Woltz's cut horse's head would read like a modern slasher film, which Coppola specifically aimed at avoiding so that The Godfather doesn't fall much into the tradition of the horror film Corman. (Coppola, The Godfather Notebook) The Woltz's taking to wake
up, discover the blood, and find the horse's head, all in the same shot, creates a sickening feeling that the audience can't escape. We are forced to feel pain in real time with Woltz. There are some rhythmic beats on the head, which makes it all much more terrifying and visceral. The shot holds on the horse's head for the first two beats of
Woltz's cry, exacerbating the visceral nature of the horse's slaughter. We only cut after two shouts. As Woltz screams, we have visually cut further and further back to static planes, amplifying his sense of loss and helplessness in this difficult situation. Unlike the idyllic cross dissolves from exterior shots at the opening of this scene, these
hard cuts at the end of the scene intensify the feeling of discomfort. Hard cuts moving outwards: Woltz's shock - Two scenes that still underline the potential of a long take without editing are Bonasera's opening monologue and Connie's confrontation with her husband Carlo. In the opening monologue, we fade and there is no hard cut, or
any cut for that matter, for four minutes. The film's first hard cut is when the character of Marlon Brando de Vito is revealed. Because it is the Godfather's main cut, it means his prominence as a character. Bonasera's opening monologue, a long first cut from the film, revealing Don Corleone The scene in which Connie struggles to face
Carlo also highlights the power to leave a long catch to play without editing. We follow her from the kitchen, to the dining room, to the living room, back to the kitchen and in the hallway with the knife and all without any cuts. There is no change until she holds the knife; at that moment we cut it to it going into the bedroom. Just like when we
saw Woltz find his horse's head, we are stuck in real time with Connie, vicariously trapped in her pain. This scarcity of montages also allows the actors to fully realize their performance, further intensifying the experience of the audience. Connie's fight with Carlo — a long take - No scene in The Godfather is more famous, montage-wise,
than the baptism scene - the film's bravura climax. This scene uses the editing technique known as cross-sectional, or parallel editing. In parallel editing, two or more scenes are woven together. Both scenes can occur simultaneously or perform at different times, in a way of editing. Although it is likely that baptism and murders occur in a
similar time frame, the feeling that the film may be breaking, for the first time, of its continuous action underscores the importance of this scene. hands on Connie's baby being prepared for baptism; hands on a firearm being prepared for a murder The use of parallel editing allows striking juxtapositions-sharp contrasts in tone, and often in
concept. Michael becomes a godfather in two to his niece, and to his mafia family. We open in the church, far away and cutting closer and closer to Connie's baby (played by Sofia, Coppola's director-daughter). The first cut we see dramatizing this contrast takes us from the hands of Michael and Kay, holding Connie's baby, in the hands of
another adult, holding a gun. This is the first juxtaposition in which the can draw parallels between the two worlds in which Michael is committed to living. If Reynolds and Zinner had edited them as separate scenes, not back and forth, the audience would not have the same thematic guide for filmmakers. We cut off the preparation of the
weapon to Michael, whose composure illustrates how he ruminates, coldly, about the impending deaths. In the meantime, the baby has gone from crying to calm; there is a slow in the assembly and a pause—another calm before the storm. As the organ is built, Michael says I do to renounce Satan, his sins, and become godfather, baby
and mafia. The pre-kill parallel quickly cuts together and the baby is once again lamenting, which promotes emotional impact. As seen below, the first parallel cup where he renounces Satan is followed by murder. the first parallel edition between Michael's renunciation of Satan and a coup that he ordered We then reduced to Michael, who
said, I do not renounce him. Then we're dragged into another murder. With the soundtrack of the organ, this crossover creates a rhythm that punctuates each deadly beat. Between each of the following murders, there is at least one reduction to Michael, suggesting his responsibility for the action carried out on behalf of his family. The
other four murders that Michael ordered, each punctuated by Michael's shots between the two - In their maze of montage, Coppola, Reynolds and Zinner designed a film of varying rhythmic qualities, allowing him to return to balance after moments of high tension and violence. The film's rocking rhythm reflects the balance that Michael
Corleone struggles to achieve for his family. In his mafia world, these moments of violence are inevitable and he often succumbs. Rather than editing these scenes into those that glorify horror, Reynolds and Zinner made them compelling and visceral. The Corleone family, we feel, is stuck in a maze of their own making, perpetually trying
to restore stability and with no exit in sight. Sarah Rivka (Cal '19) is a linguistics junior with a minor in creative writing. She recently returned to school after travelling and working as an independent video editor. Outside of class, she spends time at UC Berkeley radio station DJing soul, jazz, rocksteady, highlife, poems, pop, and more
under the nickname Feel Good Weird. Works have cited Francis Ford Coppola, The Godfather Notebook (New York: Regan Arts, 2016). Harlan Lebo, The Godfather Legacy (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1997). 1997).
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